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of tweets, whereas the colours indicate the 
sentiments. See Figure 7.20 to see what the 












































































































































































































































































geschiedenis van een land.
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infrastructure for the Internet, resulting in a high level of Internet penetration and 
thus the growth of alternative news sites, which it then tried to curb with a fortification 
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§  2.1 Postcolonial urbanity
Reg: All right, but apart from the sanitation, the medicine, education, wine, public order, 
irrigation, roads, a fresh water system, and public health, what have the Romans ever 
done for us? 
Xerxes: Brought peace! 
Reg: Oh. Peace? Shut up! 
Monty Python’s Life of Brian, (1974)



























































































































































these cultures and it is where the cultures are altered and reshaped.
6 (Definition of hybrid in English by Oxford Dictionaries n.d.) 
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architecture and the built form. In this matter, Abidin Kusno’s Appearances of Memory: 



























liberty (Bhabha 1984, 126). Bhabha’s effective quote of V.S Naipaul’s The Mimic Men 
(Bhabha 1984, 128) demonstrated this:
We pretended to be real, to be learning, to be preparing ourselves for life, we mimic men 
of the New World, one unknown corner of it, with all the reminders of the corruption 
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  53 Postcolonial Spaces Of Protest
FIGURE 2.1  A map of barricades constructed in Paris between 1795 and 1871 (source; Douglas, 2007).


















































































































§  2.2.3 Affordances of social media
We use Facebook to schedule the protests, Twitter to coordinate, and Youtube to 
tell the world. 

































































































































and literature search, and also interviews with activists and protesters.


































































§  2.4 Conclusion
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 72 Seditious Spaces
§  3.3 1980s: The soul-searching decade
FIGURE 3.4  Bank Bumiputra. (Source: Author)
‘There is no reason why a skyscraper should not have a roof which reflects our national 
identity. Many elements of Malaysian art can be incorporated into any modern 
building.’ 
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controls and owns main-
stream media
laws and regulations




match propaganda for 
propaganda, hashtag for 
hashtag
























































































































































































































































mongers’ of potential 
riots in KL under the 
ISA
Malaysia Today site 
operator, Raja Petra 
charged for sedition 
under the ISA
Sensible and Ethical 
Malaysians United 
Troopers (Semut) 
formed to monitor 
online activities
Malaysiakini office 
raided by the police 
and computers and 
servers confiscated
two prominent 
bloggers charged with 
defamation suits by 
UMNO
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§  5.1 ‘Protest is not our culture’: A geography of protest in Malaysia
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- REFORMASI 1998
- OCCUPY DATARAN 2011
- OCCUPY DATARAN 2012
- PTPTN 2012
- BERSIH 3 2012
- OPS TURUN 2013
- BERSIH 4 2015
Dataran Merdeka
- BLACK 505 2013
- RED SHIRTS 2015
- RED SHIRTS 2016
Padang Merbok
- PEOPLE’S UPRISING RALLY 2013
- BERSIH 2 2011
Stadium Merdeka
- BERSIH 5 2016
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§  6.2 Methods
The data regarding this event was collected in two ways: the scraping of social media 
data and direct observation as the protest unfolded on the streets.























































































































§  6.3 Bersih 4











 133 Bersih 4
TABLE 6.1  Bersih 4 actors















Khalid Abu Bakar Inspector General of Police
Mahathir Mohamed Malaysia’s fourth Prime Minister. Retired in 2003.
Maria Chin Abdullah Chairperson of Bersih 2.0
Mohd Ali Rustam Former Chief Minister of Melaka. UMNO member.
Najib Razak Malaysia’s sixth Prime Minister. Still serving the office.
Nur Jazlan Mohamed Deputy Minister of Home Affairs and Internal Security
PAS Malaysian Islamic Party. Opposition.





Tengku Adnan Mansor Minister of the Federal Territories
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FIGURE 6.6  Bersih 4 poster designed by Fahmi Reza
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  155 Bersih 4
§  6.5 Reflection
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the din of vuvuzuelas.
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irrelevant description sentiment identity events in other
place
logistics solidar ity location of
persons
mobilise














































TABLE 7.1  Categories of tweets
CODE CATEGORY DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE
0 Irrelevant Tweet is completely irrel-




access to protest venue
Information regarding 
access to the protest
- Dataran Merdeka is blocked
- trains are not running
1b Logistical information: 
Position of persons/ 
services
Whereabouts of notable 
persons or location of 


















4a Mobilisation: location Urging people to go to 
a place
See you at Dataran Merdeka








































































































































2 8 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 A M
2 8 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 A M
2 8 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 PM
2 8 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 PM
2 9 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 A M
2 9 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 A M
2 9 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 PM
2 9 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 PM
3 0 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 A M
3 0 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 A M
3 0 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 PM
3 0 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 PM
3 1 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 A M
3 1 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 A M
3 1 / 0 8  
1 2 -6 PM
3 1 / 0 8  6 -
1 2 PM
CATEGORIES OF TWEETS
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TABLE 7.2  Examples of mobilisation tweets from the peak time block (29.08: 6pm-12am). Sorting at this level 
does not distinguish whether the tweets supported or were against the protest.






[Even Tun M (Mahathir Mohamed, former Prime Minis-




[Do not be influenced by a stupid and immoral gather-
ing like #Bersih4 #Melakamajuf2 #MalaysiaSelamat]
TABLE 7.3  Examples of mobilisation tweets from the second time they peaked on 30.08 from 6pm to 12am.









[Why aren’t the police arresting people at #Bersih4? 
That’s because they’ve reached their KPI by arresting 






















































































































































































































Kelana Jaya LRT Station
Great Wall of China
MydinJalan Masjid India
Hollywood Restaurant
















Soong Kee Beef Ball Noodle



























































































Descriptions Mobilisation:argument Logistics: Location Mobilisation: solidarity
/ sentiment
Logistics: Access Instructions Mobilisation: place Mobilisation: event Irrelevant















Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman
Penang
Access

























ting closer to 
Dataran Merdeka. 
Closer than my 
























[I sell patches, bread, 
mi siput, and water. 
Come to Dataran 
Merdeka. In front of 










to US or Singapore. 
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#Bersih4 berdemo di KL, Sabah, S’wk dan Johor..kenapa tak demo jgk di Penang?? Pelik 
kan?? #AgendaYahudi #changepenang
[#Bersih4 demonstrating in KL, Sabah, Sarawak, and Johor.. Why not also demonstrate 
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of how authorities wield control over space.
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 213 Final Conclusion
the data as a population not as a representative. This also brings up another limitation 
of the research. As discussed in Section 7.2, while the use of hashtags could help to 
ensure that the relevant data was collected, this could also mean that potentially 
important and meaningful data was not included, as the tweets from the official 
account of Bersih 2 have shown. 
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So you kinda know the social media initiative you’re involved in is kinda successful 
when you have Filya Sharapova, Dasha Petrova, Nastena Pavlova, Nastya Ivanova, 
Marusia Guliareva... 








Good job BN cybertroopers. You releasing your bots to spam #PulangMengundi 
#CarpoolGE14 and hijacking the hashtags for your political nonsense will not be 
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 227 Spreadsheets of the tweets
Appendix 3  Spreadsheets of the tweets
FIGURE APP.3.1  A screenshot exemplifying the spreadsheets of the tweets. The coloured columns indicate the coding exercise 
applied to the tweets.
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